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SIMILARITIES STEREOPSIS



BETWEEN MOTION IN HUMAN DEPTH



PARALLAX AND PERCEPTION*



BRIAN ROGERS and MAUREEN GRAHAM



Psychological Laboratory, University of St Andrews. St Andrews. Scotland



Abstract-Random dot techniques were used to investigate the human visual system’s sensitivity to sinusoidal depth modulations specified by motion parallax information. Thresholds for perceiving depth were found to be smallest when the spatial frequency of the depth corrugations was between 0.2 and 0.5 c/deg visual angle. These data were compared with the equivalent thresholds for perceiving depth corrugations specified by binocular disparity using similar apparatus and psychophysical procedures. The similarity between the sensitivity functions is suggestive of a closer relationship between the two systems than has previously been thought.



INTRODUCTION



Over the past twenty years, many valuable insights have been gained into the mechanisms and processes of stereopsis through the use of random dot stereograms (Julesz, 1960, 1971). The unique characteristic of this method of portraying stereoscopic information lies in the fact that there are no monocular cues as to the form or shape of the 3-D surface. Several years ago, the authors set out to investigate whether similar random dot techniques could be used to study depth from relative movement or motion parallax. in the human visual system (Rogers and Graham, 1979). Essentially their technique involved the use of a single random dot pattern, viewed monocularly, which is transformed (thereby generating relative motion on the retina) with every movement of the observer’s head. When the observer’s head is stationary. there is no information in the random dot array that could allow the observer to judge or infer the shape of the three dimensional surface specified. However. as soon as the observer’s head is moved. relative movement is generated between the elements making up the dot pattern which would exactly match the motion parallax produced by a real three dimensional surface. Under these conditions, subjects typically reported that the random dot array appeared as a solid and stationary 3-D surface which was “attached” to the oscilloscope screen. The relative movement between the rows of dots in the display was nor perceived. On the basis of these demonstrations, Rogers and Graham (op tit) concluded that motion parallax can provide an accurate, powerful and unambiguous source of information about the structure of three dimensional objects and surfaces. Other authors, notably Braunstein (1966. 1968, 1976) have come to similar conclusions about the efficacy of relative motion



* A preliminary report of these findings was presented at the 1980 ARVO conference in Orlando, Florida.



when the observer is stationary and the simulated 3-D object moves across his line of sight. More recently. Ullman (1979) has shown mathematicaily that there is sufficient information in a sequence of only three discrete views of four points to uniquely specify the three dimensional structure of any rigidly moving surface. In their original paper, Rogers and Graham reported that the amount of depth perceived in a simulated three dimensional surface varied directly with the amount of relative motion in the display. as one would expect from theoretical considerations. This suggests that motion parallax can function as a good quantitative as well as yualitative indicator of the shape of three dimensional surfaces. But what are the limits on our ability to use parallax information and how do these compare with our stereoscopic abilities? The experiments described in this paper were designed to answer these two questions. First. we wanted to determine the visual system’s absolute sensitivity to sinusoidal depth corrugations as a function of the spatial frequency of the corrugations, when the depth information was specified only by relative motion. Second. we wanted to compare the sensitivity function for depth from motion parallax with the equivalent function for depth from binocular disparity. The rationale behind making such a comparison is based on two factors. First, the subjective appearance of the depth effects derived from parallax information is very similar to the impression of depth obtained from a random dot stereogram (Rogers and Graham. op cir). Second. and more important. there is a close formal similarity between the two systems which is reflected in the nature of the tasks which are carried out in the two cases. For stereopsis. the task is to detect the small differences or disparities between the position of any corresponding object stimulating the two retinae sinlultrm4ous/!,. whilst for parallax, it is to detect the difference in position or relative motion of any corresponding object stimulating the single retina 261



.~~c~ce.s.sioul!: over time. Expressed another way. if we consider the two retinal images at the beginning and end of a head movement through the distance separating the eyes, these are identical to the two images simultaneously stimulating the retinae in a stereoscopic view of the same scene. In both the parallax and stereoscopic experiments reported here, we measured sensitivity as a function of the spatial frequency of the corrugations in depth. The use of these depth gratings is therefore analogous to the use of spatial luminance gratings to measure contrast sensitivity in the spatial frequency domain (Campbell and Robson, 1968). In the case of luminance gratings, thresholds may be expressed in terms of the smallest peak to peak contrast necessary for the detection or recognition of spatial structure. In the depth domain. thresholds are based on the smallest peak to peak modulation in depth that can be perceived, as a function of the number of corrugations or the spatial frequency of the three dimensional surface. Tyler (1974) first reported that the sensitivity to random dot disparity gratings decreases substantially when the spatial frequency of the corrugations is greater than 1 cjdeg visual angle. In some later work using line stereograms rather than random dot patterns, Tyler (1975) showed that the sensitivity function for line stimuli which are sinusoidally modulated in depth, exhibits both a high and low frequency fall-off in sensitivity. In this respect, the stereoscopic system behaves in a similar way to the contrast mechanisms described by Campbell and Robson (op tit), except that the peak or optimum spatial frequency for disparity gratings is considerably lower than that found in the luminance domain. More recently, Schumer and Ganz (1979) have extended Tyler’s earlier work to include a wider range of spatial frequencies of depth corrugations. as well as providing evidence for the existence of independent channels in the processing of stereoscopic information. The aim of the experiments reported here was to derive the sensitivity functions for depth from both motion parallax and stereopsis using similar displays and psychophysical procedures in order to make a legitimate comparison between the characteristics of the two systems. METHODS



The particular technique used to generate depth from motion parallax information has been described extensively elsewhere (Rogers and Graham, 0~ tit). The aim was to simulate the patterns of relative motion that would be produced by a real three dimensional surface during active movements of the observer’s head. To do this, a single, two dimensional random dot pattern, viewed monocularly to avoid conflicting stereo cues, was systematically distorted or transformed with each movement of the observer’s head. The random dot pattern was displayed on a



Hewlett Packard 1304A large screen display o~cill~scope located 57 cm from the subject’s eye. so that the screen subtended 25 by 20 (horizontal by vertical) of visual angle (Fig. 1). The random dot pattern \b;ih generated on a Matrox ALT 2.56 graphics board mounted in a Cromemco System 3 microcomputer. The computer was used to load ;I particular array 01 1”s and o’s into the display memory ;IS well ;I\ LCUItrolling the sequence of events in the experimcnr kurti recording the subject’s responses. The p;tttcrn W;IS tikplayed on the oscilloscope screen using ;i I-aster 
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